Hof Kuppen

Arya Tara Dharmazentrum
im Hof Kuppen
Buddhist retreat center and seminar house

Price list 2018
Overnight stay:
€
€
€
€
€
€

Single room
Twin room
Construction trailer (single room)
Shared room
In your own tent
Rental linen
(if not brought with you)

25.00
20.00 per person
15.00
12.50 per person
7.00 per person
5.00 for the entire stay

Towels and a hairdryer are provided in all sanitary areas for free use.
All prices for overneight stays and linen are inclusive of 7% VAT.

Full board:

€ 30.00 per day

in detail:
(only refund at not
full use caused by
by arrival or departure!)

€
€
€
€

8.00 breakfast buffet
10.00 lunch buffet
4.00 "tea flatrate", coffee & cake
8.00 evening buffet

We are only allowed to offer meals to overnight guests. We are not allowed to offer single meals, therefore
only bookings of full meals are possible. We always offer vegetarian meals. Vegan, gluten- or lactose-free,
etc. by arrangement. All meal prices are inclusive of 19% VAT.

Meeting room:

less than 10 participants:

unheated
heated

€ 35.00 per group
€ 45.00 per group

from the 10th participant:(max. € 75.00) € 4.50 per participant
Please check with the organizer if the room rental is taken over by him or transferred to all participants. In
our own seminars ("Hof Kuppen" and "Arya Tara Dharmacenter") the room rental is already included in
the seminar fees. All rental prices include 19% VAT.

Children up to the age of 4 are free; Children up to the age of 12 receive a 50%
reduction on the total bill.
Pupils, students, welfare recipients, FSJers, BuFDis and conscripts receive a 15%
discount on the total bill.
Guests can be picked up by appointment from the train station in Au (Sieg) for a cost
of € 5.00 per trip (€ 1.25 per person when the car is fully occupied). Please inform
us at the latest one day before arrival via e-mail.
Unfortunately, there is no public transport to our Seminar House. But there is a taxi
rank at the train station if you do not want to use our transfer service.
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